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Abstract

We introduce a Spanish-Awajun parallel dataset
of 22k high-quality sentence pairs with the help
of the journalistic organization Ojo Público1.
This dataset consists of parallel data obtained
from various web sources such as poems,
stories, laws, protocols, guidelines, hand-
books, the Bible, and news published by Ojo
Público. The study also includes an analy-
sis of the dataset’s performance for Spanish-
Awajun translation using a Transformer archi-
tecture with transfer learning from a parent
model, utilizing Spanish-English and Spanish-
Finnish as high-resource language-pairs. As far
as we know, this is the first Spanish-Awajun ma-
chine translation study, and we hope that this
work will serve as a starting point for future
research on this neglected Peruvian language.
The dataset is released in the following URL:
https://github.com/iapucp/Awajun-OP

1 Introduction

In the diverse linguistic landscape of the Ameri-
cas, Peru boasts 47 native languages, including 4
Andean and 43 Amazonic languages (Zariquiey
et al., 2019). Castilian Spanish, the primary official
language spoken by the majority, starkly contrasts
with these native languages. This vast language di-
versity is both a cultural treasure and a significant
communication barrier. Although human transla-
tors have played a crucial role in bridging these
gaps, their availability remains limited. Peru recog-
nizes the pivotal role of translation in politics, striv-
ing for equal language rights through initiatives
like the National Registry of Interpreters and Trans-
lators of Indigenous Languages (Vásquez, 2015).

Efforts to preserve Peru’s languages have been
insufficient, with most endangered and lacking doc-
umentation (Zariquiey et al., 2019). Mainly passed

1“Ojo Público” is a Peruvian media outlet. It is operated
by a non-profit journalistic organization based in Lima

down orally, these languages pose significant com-
putational challenges for machine translation due
to scarce monolingual or parallel texts.

However, recent research has shown promise
in Neural Machine Translation (NMT) for select
Peruvian native languages like Quechua Ayacu-
cho (quy), Quechua Cuzco (quz), Aymara (aym),
Shipibo-Konibo (shp), and Asháninka (cni). De-
spite progress, the Awajun language (agr), with
around 55,000 speakers, remains overlooked, lack-
ing dedicated NMT research. Furthermore, Awa-
jun’s data in OPUS is limited to fewer than 7,000
sentences. Given this context, exploring alternative
approaches is crucial to developing more effective
machine translation systems for Awajun and creat-
ing new parallel corpora to support these efforts.

In this work, we aim to provide a comprehensive
introduction to the Awajun language (see Appendix
B), introduce a new parallel corpus for Spanish-
Awajun (see §3), and experiment with transfer
learning strategies for developing, as far as we
know, the first NMT systems for the language pair
Spanish-Awajun (see §5 for NMT experiments and
Appendix A for related work).

2 Quispe Chequea

Ojo Público has developed a digital tool using ar-
tificial intelligence to produce journalistic verifi-
cation content in multiple formats and up to three
native languages of Peru: Quechua, Aymara, and
Awajún. This platform automates text generation,
translation, and conversion into audio messages,
which can be broadcasted by radios in nine re-
gions, including Loreto, Junín, Amazonas, Piura,
San Martín, Ayacucho, Apurímac, Puno, and Tacna.
Developed by a team of journalists, technologists,
translators, and interpreters, the project aims to
combat misinformation affecting citizens and com-
munities in the Andes and the Amazon of Perú.

This study focuses on the translation component
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of the project, specifically from data compilation to
training an NMT model from Spanish to Awajun.

3 Corpus Development

We first compared the OPUS dataset (currently
available data) and the new corpora extracted that
we call Awajun-OP. An official translator validated
all sources for the corpora to ensure the same di-
alect is used and to verify the translation quality.

3.1 OPUS dataset

From OPUS, Christodouloupoulos and Steedman
(2015) is a dataset with translations of the Bible,
including the New Testament of the 1973 edition.

3.2 Awajun-OP : New parallel corpora

Sources of Awajun translations
1. Ebible: A curated corpus of parallel data

derived from versions of the Bible provided by
Ebible.org that includes the old and new Testa-
ments(Ebible.org, 1997). Notably, a significant
portion of the audited and web-scraped data from
MADLAD-400(Kudugunta et al., 2024) originates
from this source, as it underwent manual verifi-
cation due to its comparable number of sentences.
This process yields new parallel corpora while elim-
inating potential monolingual data.

2. Poems&Stories: The website Cultura Awa-
jun2 features poems, vocabulary, and common ex-
pressions in Awajun along with their Spanish trans-
lations (Yanua, 2015a, 2016, 2015b,c). Addition-
ally, it hosts several ancestral stories in Awajun
accompanied by their Spanish versions compiled
by the National Fund for the Development of Peru-
vian Education (FONDEP, 2019).

3. Laws&Protocols: We have identified five of-
ficial documents comprising laws and protocols
translated into Awajun. The protocols include the
documentation protocol for individuals belonging
to indigenous peoples of the Peruvian Amazon (RE-
NIEC, 2015) and the protocol for the care of people
with disabilities (RENIEC, 2014). As for the laws,
they encompass the Law on artisans and the devel-
opment of artisanal activity (MINCETUR, 2020),
the Right to prior consultation (MINCUL, 2013),
and the Agreement 169 (Palomino, 2015a,b).

4. Guidelines: Various government institutions
have translated and disseminated documents to
facilitate community guidance, including those
promoting awareness of universal health rights

2https://culturaawajun.blogspot.com/

(SUSALUD, 2018), civil registration procedures
(RENIEC, 2018), and the registration of acts and
rights of native communities (SUNARP, 2023).

5. Handbook: To aid in the language acquisition
of Awajun, the Amazon Center for Anthropology
and Practical Application has published a handbook
as an educational resource (Regan, 1991).

6. News by Ojo Público: Ojo Público, a Pe-
ruvian media outlet, has previously translated its
news into Awajun (with a professional translator).
Additionally, they have generated translations for
short sentences about common domain knowledge.

Methodology for corpus creation The only
sources extracted and aligned automatically using
the document’s dot, newline character, line break,
or position were (MINCETUR, 2020; RENIEC,
2014, 2015; MINCUL, 2013). Paragraphs with
more than one sentence that had an equal num-
ber of sentences as their translation was split into
small sentences. The Ebible source can be auto-
matically aligned using their repository3. All the
additional sentences were extracted and aligned
manually arranging the sentence breaks to separate
each translation pair.

Data pre-processing It has been established that
only the following symbols can be preserved: ".",
",", "!", "?", "," "%." . In addition, pairs of sen-
tences containing empty sentences or only white
spaces are excluded. Lastly, duplicates and sen-
tences exceeding 50 words on the Spanish side are
removed. It is worth noting that we refrain from
considering the elimination of sentence pairs based
on a word ratio criterion, given the unique charac-
teristics of Awajun.

Corpora description We perform a large num-
ber or rare events (LNRE)4 modeling to analyze the
Ebible, Poems&Stories, Laws&Protocols, Guide-
lines, Handbook, News by Ojo Público and Opus-
agr. The values are shown in Table 1.

In this study, we have opted not to incorporate
OPUS-agr into our dataset Awajun-OP, considering
Ebible already encompasses the New Testament.
Most sentences stem primarily from Ebible, com-
prising nearly 74% of the compiled dataset. Po-
ems&Stories and Handbook datasets exhibit the
least volume of sentences. News by Ojo Público,
conversely, experiences a notable reduction in the

3https://github.com/BibleNLP/ebible
4We used the LNRE calculator created by Kyle Gorman:

https://gist.github.com/kylebgorman/
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S raw S clean ragr→es N V V1 V/N V1/N
es agr es agr es agr es agr es agr

OPUS-agr 6,739 6,717 0.92 141,290 125,525 13,966 26,538 7,411 16,558 0.10 0.21 0.05 0.13
Ebible 16,945 16,591 0.85 400,118 330,404 21,556 51,581 10,583 31,974 0.05 0.16 0.03 0.10
Poems&Stories 178 173 0.75 1,388 880 633 630 475 499 0.46 0.72 0.34 0.57
Laws&Protocols 1,032 938 0.89 17,621 13,890 3,394 4,413 1,963 3,001 0.19 0.32 0.11 0.22
Guidelines 778 735 0.82 11,373 8,545 2,224 2,478 1,251 1,640 0.20 0.29 0.11 0.19
Handbook 366 364 0.62 1,720 1,009 713 752 513 616 0.41 0.75 0.30 0.61
News by Ojo Público 4,221 3,646 1.14 28,643 24,223 5,407 6,625 2,948 4,154 0.19 0.27 0.10 0.17
Total 23,520 22,447 0.89 460,863 378,951 27,758 60,127 13,563 37,366 0.06 0.16 0.03 0.10

Table 1: Corpora description: S = #sentences in corpus; ragr→es = average of the ratio agr-es per sentence; N = number
of tokens; V = vocabulary size; V1 = number of tokens occurring once (hapax); V/N = vocabulary growth rate; V1/N = hapax
growth rate

number of sentences, attributed mainly to their ex-
tended length.

Although it was expected, the vocabulary size
and tokens occurring only once are higher for Awa-
jun, as this demonstrates its agglutinative prop-
erty. We have observed that the Handbook and
Poems&Stories datasets have a larger vocabulary
and a higher number of tokens occurring only once
(V1), even though they have fewer tokens per sen-
tence (N). Moreover, the sentences in these datasets
exhibit more agglutinative characteristics, as their
ragr→es are the lowest. On the other hand, the News
by Ojo Público dataset has a ragr→es greater than
one, and it is the only dataset with more sentences
in Spanish than in Awajun. However, this only
happens because News by Ojo Público has approxi-
mately 57% sentences with less or equal to 4 words.

The following example illustrates this scenario:

agr: Distrito alcaldeji nuwa

es (en): Alcaldesa distrital (District Mayoress)

In Awajun, the word "nuwa" is added to indicate
the gender of the subject.

4 Datasets of High Resource Languages

Spanish-English dataset For pre-training, we
used the EuroParl dataset for Spanish–English
(1.9M sentences) (Koehn, 2005) and for validation
and testing the WMT2007 dataset (Callison-Burch
et al., 2007).

Spanish-Finnish dataset For pre-training, we
used EuroParl (1.9M sentences) (Koehn, 2005),
EUbookshop (1.8M) (Skadin, š et al., 2014), and
TED2020 (44k) (Reimers and Gurevych, 2020)
datasets for Spanish–Finnish, this excluding 3k sen-
tences for validation, and for testing, the Tatoeba
(9.9k) dataset (Ho and Simon, 2016).

5 Neural Machine Translation for Awajun

5.1 Data partition for evaluation

Understanding the distribution of a suitable dataset
for development/testing is crucial to ensuring the
adequacy of selected sentences. Given the Bible’s
predominant role as the primary source of sen-
tences, it’s essential to carefully determine the
quantity and source of sentences to evaluate the
model impartially.

We followed a similar methodology as described
in Oncevay (2021) and collected a comprehensive
sample from various domains including News by
Ojo Público, Poems & Stories, and Handbooks.
The sample consisted of 1012 sentences in total,
out of which 200 sentences were from News by
Ojo Público, ranging from more than 9 to less than
20 words in Spanish, 400 sentences were between
5 to 9 words, and 464 sentences were sampled from
Poems & Stories and Handbooks. This sample set
was divided into 25%-25%-50%, with the first two
segments allocated for validation and testing. An
additional 250 sentences were added to each of
the two segments from a stratified sample of the
available datasets (Ebible, Guidelines, etc). The
remaining 50% and News by Ojo Público’s dataset
(excluding sentences with <4 words) was added to
the training set and upsampled to form 20% of the
training data, aiming to minimize the domain gap
within the training data. The final distribution is
shown in Table 6.

The primary metric used in this study is chrF
(Popović, 2017), which evaluates character n-
grams and is particularly useful for agglutinative
languages like Awajun. Additionally, BLEU scores
(Papineni et al., 2002) were reported, utilizing im-
plementations of sacreBLEU (Post, 2018).
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Validation Test
Parent Dataset Model BLEU Chrf BLEU Chrf

Es-En
Baseline (OPUS-agr) Transformer 4.05 30.04 4.05 30.27
Awajun-OP Transformer 7.36 38.14 6.75 37.87

Es-Fi
Baseline (OPUS-agr) Transformer 3.87 31.48 4.21 32.21
Awajun-OP Transformer 7.97 38.72 7.03 38.79

- Awajun-OP GPT - Babbage 1.77 29 1.52 29.41
- Monolingual Curated Ebible MADLAD-400 3B 0.69 9.60 0.67 9.56

Table 2: Results in BLEU and Chrf for all trained models in validation and test sets.

5.2 Subword segmentation

Subword segmentation is an important process
when translating agglutinative languages such as
Awajun. We used the Byte-Pair-Encoding (BPE;
Sennrich et al., 2016) implementation in Senten-
cePiece (Kudo and Richardson, 2018) with a vo-
cabulary size of 16,000. To enhance our vocabu-
lary, we trained a segmentation model incorporat-
ing all three languages: Spanish, English/Finnish,
and Awajun. We upsampled the Awajun data to
achieve an even distribution among the languages.

5.3 Procedure

For all experiments, we used a Transformer-based
model (Vaswani et al., 2017) with default parame-
ters from the Fairseq toolkit (Ott et al., 2019).

To improve the encoding capability on the Span-
ish side, we started by pre-training a Spanish-
English model on the Europarl dataset. After that,
we fine-tuned the pre-trained model on the Spanish-
Awajun dataset. We repeated the same experiment,
but this time we used Spanish-Finnish as the HRL.

6 Results and discussion

Table 2 presents the outcomes of transfer learning
models using Awajun-OP and OPUS-agr as base-
lines. The most remarkable scores in BLEU and
chrF were attained by Awajun-OP when utilizing
the Spanish-Finnish model as its parent. These find-
ings suggest that the agglutinative nature of Finnish
may have contributed to Awajun’s successful trans-
lation. Moreover, the close resemblance between
validation and test results underscores the model’s
generalization capabilities.

It is also noted that employing Awajun-OP
yielded a notable enhancement compared to the
baseline, achieving an improvement in BLEU score
of +2.98 and a +8.52 in chrF. Furthermore, utilizing
Spanish-Finnish as the parent model resulted in a
0.28 increase in BLEU and 0.92 in chrF for the test

Input (ES) Publicó el video original en su sitio web
con el titular

Input (EN) He posted the original video on his web-
site with the headline

Reference
(Awajun)

nagkamchaku video jiikbauwa nuna ni-
ina webjin titularan aputus jiikiu

Output Video nagkamchaku jiikbauwa duka
sitio webnum agagtmitkau

Table 3: Translation example

Dataset Good Bad Acc
Ebible 68 158 30%
Poems&Stories 5 24 17%
Laws&Protocols 5 11 31%
Guidelines 2 4 33%
Handbook 24 69 26%
News by Ojo Público 64 82 44%
Total 168 348 33%

Table 4: This table presents the results of the translator’s
examination, indicating both correct and incorrect trans-
lations. Accuracy is calculated as: Good/(Good+Bad).

set compared to the Spanish-English model. Table
3 shows a translation output from the best model.

In addition to the transfer learning experiment,
we trained a GPT-Babbage model. However, the
results were unsatisfactory, and we decided to stop
training this type of model. Morevoer, we tested
MADLAD-400 (Kudugunta et al., 2024), which
contains part of the Ebible data for Awajun, but it
underperformed as well.

BLEU scores only may not appear promis-
ing, which is similar to the results for other low-
resource languages from the Americas. To comple-
ment the evaluation, a professional Awajun trans-
lator assessed a sample of the outputs of the best
model. Table 4 showcases the translation ratings,
categorized by dataset. News by Ojo Público at-
tained the highest accuracy level at 44%, potentially
attributed to sentence length. Poems & Stories and
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Handbook results were less favorable, likely due to
the limited sentences in these datasets. Overall, ap-
proximately one-third of translations were deemed
of good quality. The translator noted that some
sentences labeled as "Bad" possessed well-written
content but differed in meaning from the reference.

7 Conclusion

In this study, we extracted and created new parallel
corpora for Spanish-Awajun, which comes from
different sources, such as stories, laws, protocols,
or guidelines from the web, plus in-house trans-
lated news texts. This helped us to develop the
first NMT models for Spanish-Awajun. Our work
revealed that implementing transfer learning with
Spanish-Finnish as a parent language resulted in
better outcomes for both the baseline and Awajun-
OP. Furthermore, we sought the assistance of a
professional translator to validate our findings and
obtain a human perspective on the quality of our
model. Despite the limited availability of data, our
research produced promising results.

We have taken the initial steps towards devel-
oping reliable translations in Awajun. For future
work, we aim to acquire additional monolingual
data for back-translation and fine-tune large multi-
lingual models such as NLLB (Costa-jussà et al.,
2022), among others.

Limitations

This paper aims to give an introduction to re-
searchers, students, of interested community in-
digenous community members to the topic of Ma-
chine Translation for Indigenous languages of the
Americas. Therefore, this paper is not an in-depth
survey of the literature on indigenous languages
nor a more technical survey of low-resource ma-
chine translation. We would point the reader to
more specific surveys on these aspects

Ethical statement

We could not find any specific Ethical issue for
this paper or potential danger. Nevertheless, we
want to point to the reader that working with in-
digenous languages (in this case, MT) implies a
set of ethical questions that are important to han-
dle. For a deeper understanding of the matter, we
suggest specialized literature to the reader https:
//aclanthology.org/2023.americasnlp-1.13.pdf
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A Related Work

The Quechuan language family has been a pri-
mary focus in MT research. Notable studies in-
clude Ortega et al. (2020), which employed a
sequence-to-sequence NMT model for Southern
Quechua, utilizing transfer learning with Finnish
due to its agglutinative characteristic. Similarly,
Huarcaya Taquiri (2020) utilized the Jehovah Wit-
nesses dataset, along with supplementary lexicon
data, to train an NMT model for Quechua, achiev-
ing notable BLEU scores. However, it’s important
to note that the high results in both cases may be
attributed to the development and test sets being
drawn from the same religious domain and distri-
bution as the training set. In addition to Quechuan
languages, NMT models have been developed for
Aymara (Apaza et al., 2023) and Shipibo-Konibo
(Gómez Montoya et al., 2019), with Spanish as
their paired language. Even in the private sector,
Google Translator has expanded its language offer-
ings to include Quechua and Aymara (Bapna et al.,
2022).

Recent research within the AmericasNLP com-
munity has been dedicated to advancing Machine
Translation (MT) for indigenous languages of the
Americas. Workshops held in 2021 and 2023
focused on translating texts in 10 indigenous
languages, including peruvian native languages
such as Quechua Ayacucho (quy), Aymara (aym),
Shipibo-Konibo (shp), and Ashaninka (cni) (Mager
et al., 2021; Ebrahimi et al., 2023). These ef-
forts aimed to explore various approaches, includ-
ing utilizing high-resource bilingual systems like
Spanish–English and Spanish–Finnish pretrained
models, alongside Statistical Machine Translation
(SMT) models. Additionally, researchers experi-
mented with fine-tuning different multilingual ar-
chitectures such as mT5, mBART, etc. Notably,
the importance of clean data was emphasized, with
studies showing improved results through the gen-
eration of additional clean data, particularly in the
case of Quechua (Moreno, 2021).

Despite efforts in Neural Machine Translation
(NMT) for Peruvian native languages, significant
attention has not been directed towards Awajun
(agr). In terms of MT models, (Serianni and White-
nack) showcased the utility of Transfer Learning,
even when the related language does not perfectly
align with the target domain, by employing Awa-
jun alongside English with parallel data from the
OPUS dataset. Kudugunta et al., 2024 compiled

a massive audited monolingual dataset, which in-
cludes Awajun, and utilized it alongside publicly
available datasets to train extensive multilingual
models spanning 419 languages. Similarly, Yuan
et al., 2022 delved into learning Detachable Mod-
els for Massively Multilingual Machine Transla-
tion for 433 languages using the OPUS dataset,
with both studies integrating Awajun as one of
the languages for translation. However, none of
these investigations have specifically targeted the
enhancement of MT performance in Awajun nor
have they presented metrics for Awajun transla-
tion. Furthermore, research conducted by (Linares
and Oncevay-Marcos, 2017) focused on language
identification models using data from web and pri-
vate repositories of 16 Peruvian native languages,
while GlotLID, targeting low-resource languages,
identified 1665 languages (Kargaran et al., 2023).
In summary, limited work has been conducted on
Spanish-Awajun MT, with data primarily sourced
from the OPUS parallel dataset.

B Language specifics

Awajun (agr), also known as Aguaruna, belongs
to the jíbaro family and it is the second most spo-
ken language in the Amazon of Peru with approxi-
mately 55,000 native speakers. It is spoken in the
peruvian regions of Amazonas, Cajamarca, San
Martín, and Loreto (Ruiz, 2020). As with many
of the native languages of Peru, it has different di-
alects depending on the geography of the speakers.
Based on the National Registry of Interpreters and
Translators of Indigenous Languages5, at the mo-
ment of this study, there are 42 translators for all
dialects. The dialect of the Marañon River is the
most spoken and is the one chosen to recollect the
data from this study.

Examples of the different variants are shown in
table 5. For the word ’smile’ in Awajun, it can be
observed that the ’shiawai’ subword is maintained
for both dialects. Furthermore, the Marañon River
dialect uses the endings with ’g’ and the Nieva and
Canepa River (NSR) dialect uses the ’j’ endings.
Although there are different dialects in Awajun,
there are mainly minor differences in vocabulary
and terminology.

Awajun exhibits a rich morphological structure

5It is a database that contains contact and registration in-
formation of citizens who have been trained by the Ministry
of Culture of Peru, through Indigenous Language Interpreter
and Translator Courses developed since 2012. Their website
is: https://traductoresdelenguas.cultura.pe/.
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English Spanish Awajun Awajun
(NSR) (Marañon)

smile sonríe yushiawai dushiawai
brother hermano yatsuj yatsug
sister hermana kaij kaig

Table 5: Dialects in Awajun

characterized by agglutinative processes, primarily
suffixation. In contrast to Spanish, Awajun exhibits
a distinct word order, typically following a subject-
object-verb (SOV) structure. This deviation poses
a considerable contrast, as Spanish predominantly
follows a subject-verb-object (SVO) order. This
linguistic distinction not only presents a challenge
in comprehension but also underscores the cultural
and grammatical differences between the two lan-
guages. Furthermore, it employs a double marking
system for grammatical categories, both in the head
and the dependent elements. Awajun marks first or
second-person objects with obligatory verbal suf-
fixes, while nominal or pronominal objects are also
marked with suffixes (Overall, 2010).

C Additional information

Additional tables and figures with information
about the corpora creation and translation metrics.

Dataset Train Validation Test
Ebible 16,591 226 226
Poems&Stories 263 29 28
Laws&Protocols 938 6 10
Guidelines 735 16 14
Handbook 720 93 93
News by Comp. C 6,686 146 145
Total 25,933 277 278

Table 6: Final distribution of datasets for train, valida-
tion, and test
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